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When any one of these pantomimic gentlemen, who are so clever that they can imitate anything, comes to us,
and makes a proposal to exhibit himself and his poetry, we will fall down and worship him as a sweet and holy
and wonderful being. But we must also inform him that, in our State, such as he are not permitted to exist:
And so, when we have anointed him with myrrh, and set a garland of wool upon his head, we shall send him
away to another city. Plato, The Republic c. After five centuries that have made English the dominant
language on this continent, does anybody care? Can we discover which early colonial writer most
demonstrably deserves that distinction? At first we might wonder that in years of English contact with the
Western Hemisphere, criticism has proclaimed neither a definitive name and poem s , nor that an answer is
impossible. Greece has Homer and Italy has Virgil, but perhaps insuperable obstacles block the way to a
definitive American answer. The challenge is obvious. This honorable title provides three criteria for
evaluating poems written by the full spectrum of historical contenders. The title should go to the poet who
most thoroughly fulfills the meanings of all three criteria. Anne Bradstreet of Massachusetts is the one poet
occasionally crowned by citizen-scholars, if not by American critical tradition. Bradstreet actually comes
fourteenth in the chronological list of contenders. The reader is asked to judge afresh whether they were
justified. Bradstreet developed as a poet for almost 20 years before She is therefore here a contender via
poems dated before and including that year; and, because The Tenth Muse first put her achievements on the
map, must be the cut-off date in the search for all contenders. If Bradstreet has a challenger for the title, they
must have written their American poetry before her. What about the American criterion? Today, we do mean
something different by the word. American languages began for human inhabitants when the first of them
living here began to change, expand and evolve their original languages in response to this particular
landscape. Like every generation of immigrants after them, the first American pioneers were exploring and
settling into a place where innumerable living and nonliving things were either new or different from those
they had known. There never was a poet without an inheritance of language and culture affecting their direct
encounters with reality or, realities. What made poets American was their response to that place and their
ability to articulate it in what we call poetry. Ahead, then, we can try to gauge an American poetry in English
as it fulfills the same function as every other American languageâ€”and, as it does so to a high degree, in the
same ways below that poetry is different from prose and speech. If we can work with those conceptions of
First and American, how most inclusively recognize Poetry from any possible contender, whatever form it
might take? The goal was to prevent any further critical discrimination from affecting the gathering of
examples to compare. In Poetry also we need a term inclusive and precise. In the oldest, most influential
definitions from ancient Greece on, a "poet" has been conceived as a "maker," and a "poem" a product of
language "made or created" Oxford English Dictionary. How else than by trying to measure human skill and
craft can we distinguish degrees of accomplishment rather than luck in language? Ben Jonson, influenced like
many by Sir Philip Sydney below , reflected that a poem was not only madeâ€”it "feigneth and formeth a
fable. Many a contemporary essayist for example, Owen Felltham agreed that "the words being rather the
drossy part, [the] conceit I take to be the principal" Resolves, Certainly most often, poetry was recognized as
something "above" or at least different from "the level of ordinary prose" OED: The problem for Cicero was
that literal language was often inadequate for experience, and "that which can scarcely be signified by its
proper word" had to be somehow communicated, "that the whole nature of any action or design For Golding,
poetry is language arranged so that readers must "seek a further meaning than the letter gives to see," in order
to claim having plumbed the intended message s of the words "Epistle" XV, l: But he does contrast what he
conceives as poetry, with its origins in "divine delightfulness," and a "school art" that he says "philosophers"
later made He suggests that despite disregard and even hostility to poetry, it merits mention in the same breath
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with The Bible and its Psalms. The Psalms, he writes, are poetry , "nothing but Songs": As we seek more
conceptions by the English generations whose offspring colonized Americaâ€”a period which J. Poets, like
"fire, wind, swift air As Perry Miller sums it up, a Puritan usually "expected that the example set by Classical
poets might guide him to achieve a higher virtue in life We may agree with Bercovitch 2 that Miller
"drastically underrated" the Puritan "aesthetic dimension. Even the great Renaissance expositor of the "idols of
the tribe" Sir Francis Bacon, though he granted that poetry was more than "wine of devils" Essays 40 ,
demanded that its matrix, "imagination," be held a subservient handmaid to his definition of "reason"; and "not
to oppress it. What are our best parameters of a Renaissance definition of poetry? Sir William Temple, cited
above, wrote that poetry seems so much more powerful than other forms of language because of its synesthetic
effects: In all cases, however, poetry is language whose meanings and effects exceed the sum of its literal parts
in what it reaches to describe, encompass and expressâ€”whether diverting or didactic, packed deliberately or
not with compelling human observation, experience and feeling, or delivering the merest remarkable effect.
And so we turn, with our First, American and Poetry criteria, to the contending examples from English
primary sources about The New World. His American visit came earlier than any known poetic contender, and
he was, as historian David Beers Quinn and others conclude, without question a "maker" quite likely capable
of an "epic of the exploration of eastern North America by the English" Quinn North America 3 , which he
fully intended to write upon seeing the place. Hence he took ship with Gilbert, with a ready publisher in the
tireless Richard Hakluyt. These lines come from his poem to Elizabeth I, translated from Latin by Quinn: Now
having launched our Ship we plough across The Ocean; now may you provide fair winds, Fair goddess. When
Parmenius actually came to write still on ship off the Newfoundland , he tried to warm up with letters home.
The expedition focused on mineral wealth had so far seen "only the barren shoreland" and failed to penetrate
the "thick interior forest": The "absent" Native people were Beothuk, already attacked, then despised for
refusing trade and most contact. The first, immediate impression had, in his eyes, much more
interestâ€”usually more valueâ€”than the considered and generalized impression of men who had gone over a
particular course many times [and took] much indeed for granted He did not expect assessments of scenery,
though he appreciated some indication of the impression it made These were at times almost a "Paradise
school" of Northeastern-American prose writers whose dominant notes John Smith, Christopher Levett and
Thomas Morton with others took up in the following decades. The English struggled on. But none of it
according to editor Philip L. In his deserved honor for his Work and worth. The text below is
spelling-modernized from Barbour I: Why may not we in this work have our mite, That had our share in each
black day and night, When thou Virginia foiled, yet kept unstained; And held the King of Paspeheh enchained.
Thou all alone this savage stern did take. Among seven hundred of his stoutest men To murder thee and us
resolved; when Fast by the hand thou led this savage grim, Thy pistol at his breast to govern him, Which did
infuse such awe in all the rest Since their dread Sovereign thou had so distressed That thou and we poor
sixteen safe retired Unto our helpless ships. Who saith of thee, this savors of vainglory Mistakes both thee and
us, and this true story. If it be ill in Thee, so well to do, Then is it ill in Us, to praise Thee too. But, if the first
be well done, it is well To say it doth if so it doth excel! Praise is the guerdon of each dear desert, Making the
praised act the praised part With more alacrity: And for these pains of thine we praise thee rather, That future
times may know who was the father Of this rare Work New England which may bring Praise to thy God, and
profit to thy King. Secondly, it appears to have been written by men who were there, with Smith in Virginia.
In what further way s is this poem American? To find out, we gather up and look at its elements: Beyond this
information, if that is what it is, and the historical or true, vs. It would be hard to deny that it refers to an actual
event; but, harder to argue that the five chosen adjectives, individually or working together, construct and
deliver any realistically complicated knowledge or understanding of Virginian Native people, their experience,
participation and point s of view. Beyond that, it communicates or expresses little more about Virginia than
what a savage, dreadful foreign place it is, where native inhabitantsâ€”like Irish and African peoples, for that
matterâ€”can be expected to resist their subjection. That is not to reject this poem as a contender. If we do
come back at last to this poem, at least we will know it for the first time as the First American Poem in
English. Meanwhile, however, after the above publication, the next contender does not appear until he writes
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the first version of his American poem between and A second group under Robert Gorges then arrived with
Morrell along for their spiritual maintenance. Morrell, "a good classical scholar Thou blest Director, so direct
my verse That it may win her people, friends commerce; Whilst her sweet air, rich soil, blest, seizes my pen
Shall blaze, and tell the natures of her men. How well in terms of Poetry, then, did Morrell deploy and
consummate his conceit about America? Nova Anglia, or New-England suddenly turns to flatly literal lists of
natural conditions and commodities. A stock touch of merry May tries to revive the failing fiction: Blest is this
air with what the air can bless, Yet frequent gusts do much this place distress Besides, their women, which for
the most part are Of comely forms, not black, nor very fair: Whose beauty is a beauteous black laid on Their
paler cheek, which they most dote upon. Rare stories, Princes, people, Kingdoms, Towers In curious
finger-work or parchment flowers This is not a moralistic evaluation. Nova Anglia, or New-England certainly
tells more of particularity about the place and people. Let us hold that decision until we have a maximum
range of examples of Poetry about America from these decades leading up to The next contender, roughly
contemporary with Morrell, is the "fantastical"-tempered Welshman William Vaughan, an Oxford-trained
gentleman who for six years financed a plantation at "Trepassy" a. Cambriol on the southern tip of
Newfoundland peninsula. Despite his two-year stay, it did not Rowse details reports of "idle fellows" there,
Elizabethans Fleece was "Divided into three Partsâ€¦the Errors of Religion, the Vices and Decays of the
Kingdom, and lastly the ways to get wealth, and to restore Trading so much complained of" title page. And,
Vaughan promised, this "compound of truth and fiction, quaint prose, and still quainter verse" had been
"Transported from Cambrioll Colchos But for all the "quaint" literary qualities of The Golden Fleece
including Don Quixote and "Marsilius Ficinus" in the allusive backgrounds, 4 , that was all Vaughan had to
say about America in verse, passing chapter after chapter instead upon religious factions, on "proving the Pope
Antichrist," explaining "how to restrain lawyers" and the uses of tobacco. Vaughan fictionalized his authorship
as "Orpheus Junior" and then Part 3, Ch. These planters, including John Mason and John Guy, were
completely frank about the sole mercenary hope they shared to "fleece" America of its wealth. Orpheus but
late our woods did make to ring, And to his Harp great Charles his Carols sing[s]
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Or the Christians birth-right and duty, in the custody and use of the Holy Scripture. At the Theater in Oxford,
See also here Allix, Pierre French Protestant divine. Read more about Allix here. Allix; Englished by P.
Anderson, Sir Robert Scotland Yard official. Read about Anderson here. First published in Arnold, Thomas
English clergyman. Read more about Arnold here and here. Original from the New York Public Library. It
assures us of God, that He loves us, and will love us for ever. To those who think upon it fully, it does become
the real sign from heaven which was required ; for it brought God into the world, and the world near to God. It
speaks strongly as a matter of fact to all of us: Whoever has heard the summing up of a judge on any great
trial, will be able to understand what I mean; the jury have heard a great many witnesses; some of them have
perhaps contradicted others, some have stated things very improbable; in a long cause, if the jury are unaccustomed to what are called the laws or rules of evidence, they may be utterly puzzled what to believe. But
it is their business to pass a judgment in the matter, and therefore they must make up their minds one way or
the other. In order to do this, they are glad to listen to the summing up of the judge. He goes clearly through all
the mass of evidence which seemed so contradictory and perplexing; he gives them reasons why such a
witness is to be believed rather than another; how he had better means of knowing the truth, and less
temptation to depart from it; how his evidence is in itself consistent when examined carefully, and has a look
of truth about it; and so he shews the jury that they have very good grounds for making up their minds, and for
giving their verdict. Thousands and ten thousands of persons have gone through it piece by piece, as carefully
as ever judge summed up on a most important cause: I have myself done it many times over, not to persuade
others, but to satisfy myself. I have been used for many years to study the history of other times, and to
examine and weigh the evidence of those who have written about them; and I know of no one fact in the
history of mankind, which is proved by better and fuller evidence of every sort to the understanding of a fair
enquirer, than the great sign which God has given us that Christ died and rose again from the dead. But where
the evidence of other facts ends, that of our great sign of Christ crucified and Christ risen may be said only to
begin. I might convince your understandings, as my own has been convinced long since, that the fact is proved
according to the best rules of testimony; -- but if our belief rest here, we do not yet know the full richness, the
abundant and overflowing light of our Christian faith. He who has this evidence, not only believes that Christ
rose, and was seen of Peter, and of the other Apostles; Christ has manifested Himself to him also; he knows in
whom he has believed. Life and death are no longer a great mystery, beyond which our faith dimly catches the
light of resurrection; Christ is with us now, and life is clear, and death is peaceful, and resurrection is the
natural end to which both lead us. God dwelleth in them already, and they in God. The heaven is opened and
the angels of God are every hour ascending and descending on that son of man, who, through a living faith in
Christ, has been adopted through Him to be a son of God. It may be rendered such by our own prayers and
careful living, by which we should draw near to Christ more and more. Arscott, Alexander WORKS Some
Considerations relating to the present state of the Christian religion , Wherein the nature, end and design of
Christianity, as well as the principal evidence of the truth of it, are explained and recommended out of the
Holy Scriptures, with a general appeal to the experience of all men for confirmation thereof. Franklin, at the
new-printing Office near the market, Delegate to the First Continental Congress. Learn about Backus here. A
discourse from Acts xiii. True faith will produce good works. A discourse, wherein are opened the nature of
faith, and its powerful influence on the heart and life; Boston, Each rational soul, as he is a part of the whole
system of rational beings, so it was and is, both his duty and his liberty to regard the good of the whole in all
his actions. To love ourselves, and truly to seek our own welfare, is both our liberty and our indispensible
duty; but the conceit that man could advance either his honor or happiness, by disobedience instead of
obedience, was first injected by the father of lies, and all such conceits ever since are as false as he is. Learn
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more about Bacon here. Box , Dallas, TX
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Written by Mr. Higginson, a reuerend Diuine now there resident.

For a quote from the judge who found Zap url9. Beyond my personal interest in the underground comix
movement, in which I participated as a cartoonist and editor, I find comix images of race worth examining for
several reasons. For one thing, the comix appeared during an important and confusing turning-point in
American race relations after the main legislative victories of the Civil Rights movement. Because comix
typically integrated caricatured drawings and colloquial speech to tell stories, they provide rich material for
studying racial representations. Beyond these academic reasons, I hope that out of this study might emerge
ideas that would help cartoonists and those who enjoy their work to create and support comics that respond to
our current situation with greater love and daring. The Saga of White Will!! Pierce National Alliance, Note:
These were NOT created by artists associated with the underground comix movement or distributed through
comix distribution channels! A wikipedia encyclopedia entry on William L. Pierce can be found at: For
arguments to support this statement, see url The idea that we live in a racist system seems painfully
self-evident to many people. To many others, that idea seems nebulous or false. It functions as a set of roles, a
set of rules and a set of forces that help sort people into these roles and enforce these rules. Instead, it
comprised a complex set of arrangements that relied on the support of racist laws, law enforcement,
businesses, religious teachings, and even cartoonists. Davis, Are Prison Obsolete? Seven Stories Press, , p.
Davis cites scholars who have concluded that leasing convict labor created worse working conditions than had
existed under slavery p. Massey and Nancy A. As an analogous problem of inherited inequalities in
mainstream comics, the most popular characters remain to this day those that were invented during the period
of legal segregation. Revised, Updated Edition Vintage Books, , can be fully searched at amazon. A 20 page
excerpt of his book Losing the Race: Self-sabotage in Black America published by Free Press in is online at
amazon. The comix were part of a countercultural movement which pushed for greater freedom for
individuals. They supply evidence of widely-shared assumptions and also teach particular ways of looking at
things. Fredric Wertham, an anti-racist psychiatrist, made both of these arguments in the s. He submitted
panels from American comic books as evidence reflecting American racism in one of the court cases that led
to the Brown vs. Board of Education decision, which ordered the end of racial segregation in public schools in
One example Wertham offered was particularly effective. The comics showed Africans or African Americans
depicted in stereotypical and humiliating situations. Rognas, as excerpted at: For this passage, link to Chapter
4: The quote is from page in the published edition. In criticizing American comic books for their racist
content, Wertham was continuing a complaint made by previous critics of American comics. See his work at
url Examples can be found without difficulty in early American comic books that show white characters
violently suppressing non-white rebels, criminals or bandits. Readers of those comics would have been
hard-pressed to think of an example of a white character being suppressed by a character who is not white,
except as a temporary inversion of the natural order of things that the story shows being put right. The western
jungle and war genres had not died out completely during the Nixon years. Senate Foreign Relations
Committee, April 22, , p. The second set of questions concerns what we can learn by examining the texts
themselves. Studying the particular words and images in a work allows us to connect it to a larger history, and
to find patterns, including stereotypes. The third set of questions concerns what we can discover about how
comics are received, interpreted, and used. This set includes questions about possible effects on the thoughts,
feelings and behavior of their readers. Generally, mainstream comics were created by teams of full-time
professionals a writer, a penciller, an inker, a letterer, and a colorist , working for commercial publishers in
New York City who sought to maximize sales by releasing titles with continuing characters on a regular
schedule for young readers. Sometimes comix creators also served as their own editors, publishers,
distributors or even printers, but more frequently they relied on a network of people who shared their goals to
handle the publishing, distribution, retailing and printing. Cartoonist Al Jaffee explains that anti-Semitism at
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the ad agencies drove Jewish illustrators and writers into the comic-book field: Cartoonists used extreme racial
stereotypes in their comix as further demonstrations of this freedom of expression. The History of the Comics
Code. University Press of Mississippi, Pour it on as thick as I can and not leave any of the paranoia out. Put it
all in there. Hey, in my own defense, I am not a racist! Cited in Steven E. The stoned imagination of the artist
touched the stoned imagination of the reader.
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The Hakluyt Society, Clements R. Burt Franklin â€” and Henry. The Settlement of Boston Bay. Norton [] â€”,
ed. Norton Aesop, Fables. From the Algonkian Indians to the New Age. Recovering the Feminine in American
Indian Traditions. University of Massachusetts Publications, Vol. Reflections on the Origin and Spread of
Nationalism. Vero Andrews, K. English Activities in Ireland, the Atlantic and America John Grant â€”, ed.
Houghton Mifflin â€”, ed. University of California Press â€”, eds. Essays on Literature and the History of
Sexuality. American History Through the Voices of the Indians. Ohio University Press Arner, Robert.
Southgate â€”, The Schoolmaster. Thomas Hobbes and the Politics of Wild Men. Cornell University Press
Atkins, J. Love Songs and Madrigals. Anchor Aurelius, Marcus. In Meric Causubon, trans. Essays in the
Ethnohistory of Colonial North America. Toronto Bain, George W. Biological Responses to Conquest. Larsen,
Clark Spencer and George R. University of North Carolina Press 3 vols. Proceedings of the Essex Conference
on the Sociology of Literature. American Literary Racism Rutgers University Press Beauchamp, W.
Cumberland Press Beisner, Robert L. Boston University â€”, ed. Boston University Bennett, H. Pergainon
Bennett, Linda A. Plenum Press Bennett, M. Ideology and Difference in Renaissance Drama. Methuen Biggar,
H. The Changing Status of Seneca Women. Rivingtons Press Bolgar, R. From the Quagmire to the Gulf.
Labeling Play in Powwowdom," in Michael A. Charles Francis Adams, Jr. Ford, and Arthur Lord, eds. Cross
Cultural Dynamics in the Sixteenth Century. People of the First Frontier. Random House , Braun, D. Warren
and David Milch, eds. The Makers and the Making. Virginia Historical Society Fulcrum â€”, eds. Stories,
Projects and Recipes for Families. Knopf Burke, Charles T. Exposition Press Burrage, Henry S. Tudor Burton,
William J. Crisis and Diversity in Native American Communities. Cambridge University Press â€”, ed.
Presence and Persistence in Indian New England. New England Indians and the Land. Eagle Wing Press
Carlton, W. Native Americans and Europeans in Now England. From the Papers of Warren Sears Nickerson.
Sachem Press Cassirer, Ernst, P. Penguin Castor, Grahame, Pleiade Poetics: From the First Survey of the
Coast in to Problems of Writing in the French Renaissance. Rabb and Isser Woloch, eds. Knopf Champlain,
Samuel D. Allen and Robert E. The Impact of the New World on the Old. On The Nature of the Gods.
Clendinnen, Inga, Ambivalent Conquests: Maya and Spaniard in Yucatan Biographical Studies of North
American Frontiers. Dorsey Press â€”, ed. Cultural Fictions and Government Policies. Transaction Publishers
Cohen, J. Penguin Coleman, Robert, ed. Twayne Cook, Sherburne F. From Metaphor to Form in Renaissance
Drama. Old World, New World, England. Indians, Colonists and the Ecology of New England. Crosby
Crossley, Hastings, trans. The Art of Medieval Hunting. Astrology in Early Modern England. Princeton
University Press Curtin, J. Hewitt, Seneca Fiction, Legends and Myths. The World and the Flesh in Puritan
Poetry. Athenaeum Press Danby, John F. Studies in Sydney, Shakespeare, Beau-mont and Fletcher. Carnegie
Institute Publication Houghton Mifflin Davidson, Cathy N. The Rise of the Novel in America. Peter Lang
Davies, Stevie, ed. From the Earliest Known Period to Narratives of New Netherland , Disorder in the
American Wilderness A Native New England Story. Prehistory Through the 17th Century.
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Transactions of the American fisheries society, Albany. American fox terrier club, New York. Compiled by
James W. New York; Privately printed [for the] American fox terrier club. Published privately at New York
by Ernest R. An English XIX century sportsman, bibliopole and binder of angling books. Also directions for
choosing and making angling rods, lines, hooks, floats, baits. Remarks on the haunts of fishes; proper seasons
for baits; and recipes to catch fish by the hand. London; Printed and published by W. Containing useful
instruction on every approved method of angling, and particularly on the management of the hand and rod in
each method. Embellished with twelve plates, of fish, fishing, baits, and tackle, designed and etched by S.
Harris, for Samuel Bagster, Strand, London, With an appendix, in which are improvements and discoveries,
never before published. Angling Library of late Francis Francis, Esq. Creighton, Robert Grant, A. North East
Harbor, Maine. Morris New York City, to be sold at public auction by order of the owner sale: Thursday June
30th at 8pm. Inherited and Augmented by his son, the present owner, Dean Sage. Public Auction sale by his
son, the present owner. Public Auction Sale by his order. April 9 and 10 at 2pm. Apperley, Charles James,
The chace, the turf, and the road. Tip in two pages signed letter from the author dated Sept 12, Apperley,
Charles James. The condition of Hunters: John Lane company Apperley, Charles James, My life and times,
by Nimrod. Edited with additions by E. Trout waters management and angling. Training [the dog] for guard
work. Ash, Edward Cecil, The practical dog book; with chapters on the authentic history of all varieties
hitherto unpublished, and a veterinary guide and dosage section, and information on advertising and on
exporting to all parts of the world. A comprehensive work dealing with the buying, selling, breeding, showing,
care and feeding of the dog. Illustrated with a coloured plate by Arthur Wardle, and five hundred photographs,
woodcuts and drawings. With an introduction by the Hon. London; Simpkin, Marshall, ltd. By an ex-president
of the Kinross-shire fishing-club. London; Longmans and co. Forman and sons Bailey, William. A chat about
dry fly fishing. The art of angling. Wherein are discovered many rare secrets, very necessary to be known by
all that delight in that recreation. London; Printed by R. Burn, Maiden Lane, Covent Garden, A list of books
on angling, fishes and fish culture, in Harvard college library. By Louise Rankin Albee. A catalogue of the
collection was printed at Cambridge in
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General works on life in Massachusetts in the Seventeenth century I. Descriptions of New England Blakeless,
John. America as Seen by Its First Explorers: The Eyes of Discovery. Highlights and Sidelights of the Birth of
the New World. Public Affairs Press, The first 50 pages provides an overview of what Europeans knew of
America, including the English. Specifically for our interest the author covers all the works from the
publication of Thomas Hariot? Many of the emigrants would have learned about their new homeland from
these works. Some of these are the works by the Hakluyts: Nova Brittannia ; by Alexander Whitaker: Good
Newes from Virginia ; by Ralph Hamor: True Discourse ; by John Smith: New Englands Prospect , and others.
Printed in facsimile with an introduction by Marshall H. Good Newes from New England. Reasons for
Emigrating Adams, James Truslow. The Founding of New England. Atlantic Monthly Press, Religion and the
Settlement of New England, ? The New England Quarterly, Vol. The fact that emigrants left England
voluntarily and that the period of emigration was of short duration suggests that the reason for emigration was
a response to a very specific set of circumstances. Anderson looks at passenger lists for information about the
motives for emigration. The Winthrop Fleet of Moving to the New World: The Character of Early
Massachusetts Immigration.? Surviving English customs records for over two thousand of the first settlers of
New England, though incomplete and non-representative of the whole of England, may yield conclusions
about the types of persons who emigrated prior to the English Civil War and about their motives. The records
can shed light on the effect of migration of family structure, vocational patterns and social relationships.
Vexed and Troubled Englishmen, Oxford University Press, Explores the various motivations for emigration
as well as describing preparations or the voyage. The Vast and Furious Ocean: The Passage to Puritan New
England.? The passage to New England was a passage in several senses of the word. Most passengers were
not known to each other, and most had never been on the ocean before. Many approached the trip with
apprehension and fear. The trip took on average 8 to 12 weeks, and there was tension between crew and the
religious passengers. Emigrants were shocked by the fury of Atlantic storms. The ocean passage became a
powerful image in sermons and literature. Charles I and the Puritan Upheaval: A Study of the Causes of the
Great Migration. At the Sign of the Cock, Harvard University Press, The Puritans and the Clothing Industry
in England.? Two Bishops and the Holy Brood: A Fresh Look at a Familiar Fact.? The See of Norwich
encompassed two counties: The See of Lincoln encompassed a much larger territory: But Norwich had twice
as many heads of families emigrated as Lincoln. The count of Suffolk alone had heads of families emigrate,
while Leicestershire had only Horton explains that the reason is that the Bishop of Lincoln, Dr. Builders of
the Bay Colony. The English People on the Eve of Colonization, Provides a picture of English Society and
institutions on the eve of the Great Migration. Notestein presents the Crown, the Courts and Parliament, the
church and the universities, town and country, the lawyer, the physician, the merchant, the aristocracy and the
peasantry. The Historic Voyage of the Arbella Official Souvenir of the Arbella. Massachusetts Bay Company
and Its Predecessors. Barrie and Jenkins, East Anglian Founders of New England, University of
Massachusetts Press, The Great Migration Begins: Immigrants to New England, Great Migration Study
Project. New England Historic Genealogical Society, Cambridge University Press, Anderson, Robert Charles
and George F. Immigrants to New England In progress, 5 vols. Social Origins of Some Early Americans.?
Essays in Colonial History, ed. The Founding of Massachusetts. A Selection from the Sources of the History
of the Settlement, Massachusetts Historical Society, A Note on the Puritan Concept of Aristocracy.?
Freemanship in Puritan Massachusetts.? The American Historical Review, Vol. Puritan Democracy in
Dedham, Massachusetts: The William and Mary Quarterly, Vol. The Massachusetts Franchise in the
Seventeenth Century.? Summarizes the history of official acts regarding the making of freemen and explains
the inaccuracy of existing lists of freemen. This law gave the power to the colony? This court became the
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Hampshire County Court in A fourth inferior court was added for the southern district of Norfolk A new
voting law continued the church membership requirement but provided as an alternative that some might
become freemen if they could show evidence of religious orthodoxy and had enough property to be rateable to
the value of ten shillings there is some debate among historians about the meaning of this figure whether it is
the property value or the tax The Oath of a Freeman. With a Historical Study by Lawrence C. Press of the
Wooly Whale, Freemanship in Early Massachusetts: Some Considerations and a Case Study.? Godliness,
Property, and the Franchise in Puritan Massachusetts: The Journal of American History, Vol. Studies in the
Massachusetts Franchise, The Social Context of Democracy in Massachusetts.? Although this article is
concerned mostly with the eighteenth century, it does consider the evolving extent of democracy. Zuckerman
says democracy was incidental to the prime purposes of provincial society. Democracy was no isolated
element in the organization of the political community. In a band of true believers had entered upon the
wilderness? The right of every church to keep out the unworthy was precisely the point of the
Congregationalists? The town meeting was no mere forum but the essential element in the delicate equipoise
of peace and propriety that governed New England towns. The town meeting aimed at the unanimity of the
group. Law and Authority in Colonial America:
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7: Dorchester Atheneum
Partial list of works that may be useful for the study of Dorchester's seventeenth-century history Seventeenth Century
Bibliography I. Descriptions of New England available to the English people prior to emigration II.

Many citations specific to shell middens, the great pandemic and petroglyphs are listed there. Anthropological
perspectives on ancient trade. The retreat from migrationism. Annual Review of Anthropology. Tappan, and
Chapelle, Howard I. Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D. A Guide to Identification and Analysis. Indian
fish and fishing off coastal Massachusetts. Bulletin of the Massachusetts Archaeological Society. On our own
ground: The complete writings of William Apess, a Pequot. American Indian designs and decoration with over
illustrations. This is the only printed version of this important dictionary. This work was originally compiled
by Father Aubery at St. Francis in , making it the earliest dictionary of the Abenaki dialect recorded. Fannie
Hardy Eckstorm said of Aubery that he "knew perfectly the Abenaki dialect" and characterized this work only
in manuscript form at the time as "the most scholarly Jesuit compilation the present writer [Eckstorm] knows"
Morey, , pg. The European and the Indian: Essays in the ethnohistory of colonial North America. The conflict
of European and Eastern Algonkian cultures, - New Brunswick Museum, St. A specialized shellfish
processing station on the Merrimack River. Harvard University, Cambridge, MA. Variability in late archaic
human burials at Turner Farm, Maine. Filling a gap in our history between Jacques Cartier and Champlain.
Journal of several visits to the Indians on the Kennebec River; Origins to Modern Times. Maine Archaeology
Society Bulletin. Prehistoric fish exploitation in East Penobscot Bay, Maine: The Knox site and sea-level rise.
Archaeology of Eastern North America. A Moorehead burial tradition site in Maine. Canadian Journal of
Archaeology. Bendremer, Jeffrey and Dewer, Robert. Corn and Culture in the Prehistoric New World. Edited
by Johanessen and Hasforf, Christine. Westview Press, Minneapolis, MN. Algonkians of New England:
Boston University, Boston, MA. The food economy of the New England Indians, Journal of Political
Economy. In the trail of the wind: American Indian poems and ritual orations. Hunter-gatherer settlement
systems and archaeological site formation. Man from the farthest past. Abbot, Charles Greeley, Ed.
Smithsonian Institution Series, Inc. Prehistoric shellfish preservation and storage on the northeast coast.
Shellfish could have been sun-dried rapidly by shucking them and spreading the shucked meat on birch-bark
sheets in the sun. For smoking, stringing small pieces of meat such as shellfish on spruce roots and hanging
them over a fire, either outside our inside the wigwam, would have been the most efficient method of
preservation and storage see Willoughby , None of these methods would necessarily leave discernible
archaeological traces except for the deposits of shucked shells themselves. Pyrite Pseudomorphs from the
Hartford Cemetery Site. Native names of New England towns and villages: Translating names derived from
Native American words. October and January Possible Paleo-Indian migration routes in northeastern North
America - a geological approach. Maine Archaeological Society Bulletin. Archaeological excavation at the
Young Site, Alton, Maine. Possible Paleo-Indian migration routes in northeast North America. Aboriginal
settlement and subsistence on the Maine Coast. Man in the Northeast. There is no evidence for summer coastal
occupation. Possible explanations of this change in settlement systems include prehistoric climatic change and
early European trade influences. Comments on the late archaic populations of central Maine: The view from
the Turner farm. This population had close cognates as far north as Newfoundland. The technology and
mortuary ceremonialism of this group are derived from the Susquehanna tradition and apparently replace
earlier native patterns. The Turner farm site: Fishing in the Gulf of Maine: A 5, Year History. In The Gulf of
Maine. Blackberry Press, Brunswick, ME. Excavations at Cobbosseecontee Dam South. Bulletin of the Maine
Archaeological Society. Prehistory of the central Maine coast. A Gulf of Maine Perspective in Evidence for
Prehistoric Exchange on the Maritimes Peninsula. Dietary reconstruction of prehistoric maritime peoples of
northeastern North America: Paper presented at the 24th annual meeting of the Canadian Archaeological
Association, St. This illustrates one of the ironies of the study of the history of Maine: Dietary reconstruction
from human bone isotopes for five coastal New England populations. The diet and health of prehistoric
Americans. Determining the season of death of teeth from archaeological sites: A new sectioning technique.
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Indian local names with their interpretation. Published by the author, York, PA. Donahue , in The Kingdom in
Montville, Maine, has this comment about the word muskingum: Local legend has it that some of the early
settlers were from Ireland hence the name of the New Ireland Road who had spent time along the Muskingum
river in southeastern Ohio. It is unlikely that Irish immigrants first moved to Ohio in and then returned to settle
Montville by Muskingum is instead one among many surviving Indian place names. Native Exchange and
European trade: Cross-cultural dynamics in the sixteenth century. These clusters roughly coincide with the
seventeenth-century Wampanoag and Nauset subgroups. Second, not only is there no pattern of village
movement, virtually no village sites are known. Nearly half of these locations are burials. The rest are midden,
or refuse deposits, in which small quantities of European material have been recovered. It should be noted that
the quantities of European materials from most of these sites are very small. To sum up, the protohistoric
period along the southern New England coast is, archaeologically speaking, almost invisible. This network
appears to have operated during the Middle and Late Woodland periods and may have continued until the
early seventeenth century. An Historical and Archaeological Brief.
8: Browse By Author: W - Project Gutenberg
As a current student on this bumpy collegiate pathway, I stumbled upon Course Hero, where I can find study resources
for nearly all my courses, get online help from tutors 24/7, and even share my old projects, papers, and lecture notes
with other students.

9: The Davistown Museum
God's Promise to His Plantation by John Cotton A Brief Recognition of New-Englands Errand into the Wilderness by
Samuel Danforth (3rd Edition) by Walt Whitman.
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The Ongoing Moment Collaborative learning: people laboring together to construct knowledge John M. Peters, Joseph
L. Armstro Modern european history notes Nature, Mind and Modern Science (Muirhead Library of Philosophy) Mormon
battalion history, by D. Tyler. Paddington on top KADENA AIR BASE, OKINAWA Knees, karma and the most important
people in my world. Ancient metrical tales Geoid determination theory and methods The Rise of the Crescent Raggedy
Ann and the Wishing Pebble Enemy mine Barry Longyear Leica Instructions for the use of the Leica Camera Models
M1, 2, 3 4 What has really happened? the effects of a trilogy examined Dollard and miller stimulus response theory Fast
Foods and Short-order Cooking Teachers Resource Guide Perspectives on the parables Developing protocols for
obstetric emergencies Interventional and Endovascular Therapy of the Nervous System All caste category list in bihar
Jackie warner 10 pounds in 10 days Evaluation of Scottish Road Safety Campaign travel packs Oxford International
Student Atlas 12.6. Summary Table Resurrection : past, present and future (15:1-58) WPA <all caps Historical Records
Survey 3. A gift, or an obligation? Rand McNally Indianapolis, Indiana Self-esteem problems Canon canonet 28 manual
Heroes and pioneers. Analog integrated circuit design 2nd edition international student version People at the Center of
The War of 1812 (People at the Center of) First Book of Shapes and Colors Stickers V. 1. From the year 1783 to the
year 1804 Engine of empire : c. 1750 1898 Lincoln speaks to leaders If it was time for the musicians to call, it was time
to go home and fix it By Myself and Then Some CD
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